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About This Game

Fight for your life in Call of Tomsk-7, a simple side-scrolling shooter. Horrifying monsters are pouring out of the forgotten and
abandoned Soviet-era Tomsk-7 biological weapons facility. You must fight the creatures in a seemingly endless battle of

attrition. Improve your score to unlock new weapons and perks in the form of hats that give you special upgrades and attributes
to help survive the onslaught. You must strategically call in air drops of secondary weapons consisting of Molotov cocktails, land

mines, Tomahawks, and anti-bug smoke bombs in order to ensure your long term survival.
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This Scotrail Class 68 is a real winner! Beautifully modeled with excellent functionality, it is clear this add-on was developed
with great care. It is pleasing to the eyes and fun to operate also!. Good so far buggy but all early access games are because they
are not finished. Let's start at the beginning. When the buggy menu FINALLY lets you join a game (that is, if there are any
available), you are dropped into what seems to be a waiting area where you can run around randomly. Then you click the join
arena button, where it sends you into the g-ball arena, which is a giant sphere full of random things on the ground and floating
rings in the air. That's it. No explanation, no tutorial, nothing. It seems they just expect you to automatically know what to do.

Now, the controls. First, you can't change them in game. Second, the standard setup isn't too bad, but it's unresponsive and hard
to figure out. For example, why the hell is the button to throw a ball the right click? To move the camera, you have to hold
either mouse button and drag, however it too is unresponsive.

Overall, I think this game really does have potential. The graphics and environments are nice, but everything else needs work.
Also, it REALLY needs an instruction guide.. Superbrothers: Sword & Sworcery EP

Superbrothers is an odd little adventure game. It's not out-and-out good, but it's definitely stylish and unique.

The gameplay suffers a bit because it was born for tablet gaming. I own this game on my iPad, too, and it definitely plays better
there than it does on my PC.

The game is funny, and very self-referential, but the story is a zilch.

The story and gameplay combine to give you a "go here, do this. Now go there, do that" sort of experience. You don't do much
puzzling out of anything for yourself. Just... go to the special place, and do the special thing. Now go to that other special place,
and do another special thing. Rinse and repeat until the game tells you that it's over.

But the art is pretty, and the game has a sense of humor about itself. It's weird, and oddly hypnotic. The music is immersive. It's
not a great soundtrack that stands on its own, but the music and sound improve the gameplay.

I cautiously recommend this game for people who enjoy weird, indirect, self-referential media (you know who you are.) But not
enthusiastically. More importantly, if you're considering a choice between buying on Steam or on tablet, definitely play
Superbrothers on your tablet. It's better there.. Sadly enough I can't recommend this. Repetitive gameplay, lack of challenge,
over-reliance on the same childish humor. An utter waste of my money and time.. So creative, so beautiful, so fun. Originality
like this needs to be encouraged!. If you've enjoyed The Walking Dead by Telltale games, then this little gem is a "MUST BUY"
in my eyes!

The story and drama will immediately suck you into it and have you feeling emotions, sorrow, guilt, and sadness. I love the story
so far, I read it aloud on my Youtube channel in my LiveSteam under the Moonshine series (episodes #211 and #212). Before
you just go search those up though, I highly recommend that you buy this and experience it for yourself first! This is well worth
the money and more affordable than a single episode of the Walking Dead would cost if you purchased a full season at regular
price.

NOTE: Unlike The Walking Dead, you'll need to read this yourself, much more like a visual novel. However this allows you to
take it at your own pace and imagine more than a story that gives you everything on a silver platter. Reading yourself can help
you imagine things much more vividly than having it handed to you via actors on tv or voice actors.

I love it and so far I'd give "Perseverance" a very strong 9 out of 10. ...HIGHLY RECOMMENDED!

. Legacy of Kain: Soul Reaver 1 is a classic 3D action brawler from the Playstation\/Dreamcast era. (LoK:SR2 is garbage, but
don't let that put you off the first one)

Firstly, watch the trailer. If you can't handle crappy 32-bit graphics then I get it. Skip this one. Wait for the HD Remaster that
has never been announced, but will probably eventually come.
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But if you can get past the polygons then trust me the game is worth it. I beat this game on my old Playstation 1 and then again
on Dreamcast. The story is dumb but the game has this cool gothic horror style that really appealed to me as a teenager. I don't
know why.

The game opens with a decent looking cutscene. Basically you are a vampire, but oh damn you grew wings and daddy is jealous.
So your vampire brothers throw you into hell. For some reason. But it doesn't kill you. Just kinda maims you. You wake up half
dead in hell because Kain wants wings and not you. I guess.

Gameplay wise it's a fun time. Your wings are damaged but you can still glide around and you unlock new abilities with each
boss fight that let you find new areas to explore. It's not particularly easy, but you can't really lose the game. If your health gets
low you fall into some sort of soul dimension and can refill your life. If you die there you just get sent back to the start, which
can be annoying, but not too bad since you get new shortcuts with each new ability. (If I remember correctly). Plus transitioning
into this soul realm can alter the landscape so it affects your exploration as well.

The combat is simple but the addition of random weapons and torches add impalement and immolation to your repertoire and
the animations for killing the enemies are classic old school pixel blood and violence.

The one issue is it kind of ends on a story cliffhanger and the second game completely ruined the battle system and is unplayable
in my opinion, but really the story is too weird to matter anyway. Play it so you can burn the vampire empire to the ground for
revenge! And maybe because God wants you to. Not sure about that one.

If you like old school action hack n slash 3D, but bad graphics games then this one really stands out as a must play, but honestly
it's not for everyone.

At least not until it gets the Medievil treatment and they rerelease it with fully upgraded graphics. A goth can dream.... The city
is beautiful, the gameplay is awful.. Before I start the review, one of the user-defined tags is "Visual Novel". It is not a visual
novel, it is a kinetic novel, so there are no choices (just reading).

I liked the story. It was well written and quite enjoyable. However, it was very short. The music is good, but the use of it is the
most important. And that's also well done. The art is good, but the placement and size of the sprites could be adjusted so that it
"agrees" with the environment more.

Overall, it is a nice kinetic novel to read, and it's good for the price. It is on sale quite often, so it is a good idea to get it then,
unless you want to support those who made Keiko Everlasting.
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Love this game just a simple fun game to play to relax. Segfault is pretty bad, even at 90% off I don't recommend it. And yes, I
only played it under an hour and decided this.

It's a keyboard-only shooter (arrow keys and z\/x : you can't change the controls in options) where the viewpoint is too "zoomed-
in" so everything's too close to see bullets coming, and momentum \/ gravity slow you down so much that you can't get out of the
way anyway. If I can describe it via another game - imagine trying to play Luftrausers with 1\/8th screen size and slightly
sluggish controls.

Also the only method of upgrading your ship \/ firepower is through a lootcrate-esque system, so you can't strategise and plan
what to get, you pay your in-game currency and beg and are supposed to be happy with what you're given. Even though it's not
what you need. All it does is add a layer of frustration.

Awful, bad design decisions in this game.. I can't help but feel disappointed in samurai_jazz. The game starts out strong with an
8-bit film noir meets samurai art style and jazzy soundtrack that work well together to create an atmospheric vibe few games
manage to pull off. The game's "tutorial" is comprised of a few of short messages graphitied on the walls and sides of buildings,
and after learning the basic moveset I felt as though the combat system, which depends on proper positioning and timing, was
both complex and deep.

Unfortunately, player mobility is poorly implemented in this game. Getting the player character into the right position and
facing the right direction is no easy task, and since combat relys so heavily on player position and facing - you can only attack or
block in the direction you are facing - the hampered mobility lead to a number of deaths that felt more like the game's fault than
my own.

To add insult to injury, not only are samurai_jazz's enemies more mobile than the player, easily able to flank the player when
engaging with multiple enemies, but the game's enemy placement seems to be designed around the player's hampered
movement. I lost count of the number of times I entered a room only to be immediately ambushed by 3 or more enemies
moving in from different directions, often with my character facing away from all of them and open to attack. If I moved to
block or attack one of them, the other two would attack from the sides and kill me. More often than not, the solution to one of
these ambushes was to run around avoiding the enemies until I could get into a more favorable position.

Many of the reviews here speak of the game's "challenge," but since the game's challenge depends on enemy placement and the
player's hampered mobility, samurai_jazz feels less like a skill based game than a luck based one. The afforementioned
entryway ambushes comprize most of the game's difficulty, but after they are taken care of, clearing out the remaining enemies
in a room is fairly trivial as most of them attack one or two at a time, coming from the same direction, which makes them easy
to block or kill.

The game's story is also lacking. The opening scene shows a samurai comitting harakiri (ritual suicide), after which the player
character awakens from sleep. Given the film noir atmosphere, I expected to learn why this samurai decided to kill himself
through the course of the game. Instead I was treated to a series of MacGuffin hunts straight out of a point and click adventure
game, where I fetched cigarettes and bubble gum for strangers so they could let me pass through to the next alleyway. Why I
wanted to get to the next allyway, I don't know. The game never bothers telling you why you're doing what you're doing.

The "story" culminates in an ending that has me thinking that this entire game was a troll. The ending felt as though the
developer was brandishing a middle finger squarly in the face of any players masochistic enough to make their way through to
the end of samurai_jazz. After all those BS deaths, hours spent wrestling with the controlls, and having to fetch cigarettes for
the umpteenth time, the developers still manage to shout one last "FU" to the play at the very end. I won't spoil it for you, but
someone posted a video of it if you're interested and want to save yourself a few hours of playing a bad game.. Well, after
playing through these three maps, I would say it is essentially a glorified map pack for skirmishes, outside of the flavor text
telling a bit of after game story in the descriptions for each. This did felt lazier in enemy design as opposed to the dragon dlc,
where we at least had to deal with dragons bearing down on our dungeons.

However, I did find enjoyment in playing these and I did like the way the overworlds were designed and it fitted what was
mentioned in the desriptions before starting each map (exp. Alliance bunkering down in their little bases and mountain towns as
I slowly make my way towards them. In level two there is a nice little mountain valley village below the mountain ranges).
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I personally found them fun to play for skirmishes, and depending on your play and which faction you choose, it will take you
roughly several hours to finish. (I took my time upgrading my orcs and such, so my playthrough was longer) I highly doubt it
will take you less than five hours or so to finish unless your speed rushing (which argues why you would want to rush the levels
in the first place instead of enjoying what you've bought, that's like buying a bag of chips. scarfing them down within minutes
and then complain there were not enough chips, but anyways).

If you really like the game, then this is a nice little filler while waiting for the expansion in the future. If your on the fence about
it, then wait for a small discount.. Simply awful.
Graphics aren't even that bad, backgrounds are nice and the characters too have nice designs.
The main problem is the basic gameplay. The Slug is a completely classic single-screen platformer in which you have to jump
on platform, avoid enemies, collect things and get to the exit.
The controls are horrendous, and everything moves super fast from the first level. From enemies to platforms, and you can't
even remap your controls so no WASD and such.
There are only 12 levels too, and no save\/continue options (no options in any case).
And as I said, thanks to the awful controls, these 12 levels seem like 200 levels, apart from the fact that you're replaying the
same one 50 times 'cos you will most likely die everywhere due to the quickness of the enemies and the timing required.
Apart from trading cards and achievements, already discussed in all the reviews I saw, the game itself doesn't deserve a try
especially considered that it comes off at 2\u20ac and not even 1\u20ac.. I like myself some Penny Arcade, and this is a good
addition to Dungeon Defenders .. This is a puzzle game with small hint.
Hard to play. Waste of time and money. Spoilers in the DLC description.. Think of like Building a castle and a house. Company
of heroes is simple house, while complex castle is assault squad 2. Highly in dept game, abandoned by developers. Even tank
slop works.
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